
Environmental, Health & Safety 
(EHS) Case Studies 
for the Mining Industry



Maximising your EHS results with INX Software
INX Software has a significant legacy in the mining industry with over 150 clients 
worldwide. This is compilation of selected customer case studies about the ways in which 
INX’s Environmental, Health & Safety (EHS) solutions have influenced and impacted their 
business operations.  
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INX Software Customer Story:  
Newmarket Gold

SNAPSHOT
• Industry: Metals and Mining

• Employees and Contractors: 1,000

• Location: Canada

• Customer Since: 2016

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
• INX InViron
• INX InForm
• INX InControl
• INX InTuition

• INX +Analytics (INX +BI)

• INX +LMS

• Email Scheduler

• Email Listener

• Lack of automation and reminders. 
• Difficulty in recalling all obligations for 

each work plan variation and license. 
• Inability to update the database on site 

and dependent on IT to perform a save 
the day before a version was uploaded. 

• Unable to report data or upload 
documentation. 

THE SOLUTION
To mitigate the issues and risks involved 
with their manual process, Newmarket 
Gold sought a new solution which could 
address these issues and ensure their 
processes were more efficient and cost 
effective. They were in search of a product 
that could simply upload data automatically 
for all users, integrate their environmental 
monitoring to the laboratory, allow them to 
forward plan for tasks and communications, 
integration of data across all sites and 
continual alignment with ongoing needs and 
changes through automatic updates.  

THE OUTCOME
After implementing INX solutions into their 
business practices, Newmarket Gold saw 
improvements in their time management 
and cost savings. The products they 
introduced, including InForm, InViron, 
InControl and InTuition, all targeted different 
aspects of their business but were able 
to integrate with each other through a 
central database. This ensured that all 
information entered into the system were 
easily accessible across the board. INX 
InViron allows users to capture and manage 

“I would definitely recommend INX Software as a workforce management solution. Their diverse offering has not only 
assisted our ability to manage a variety of people related tasks across health, safety, training and medical requirements 
but also environmental tasks meaning we now have one reliable solution for everything. Their global presence and 
globally supported solution allowed us to successfully manage these tasks from Canada and the United States to 
Australia and we look forward to continuing our long-term partnership with INX.”

—System Administrator

ABOUT
Having completed a transformational 
merger with Crocodile Gold in July 
2015, Newmarket Gold became joined 
the list of top 20 listed Canadian gold 
mining companies. Newmarket Gold 
prioritises sustainability and environmental 
responsibility throughout every level of 
their business, with a key focus on the 
community, environment, and safety. 
Maintaining appropriate and effective 
communication with landholders, people of 
country and other stakeholders who may 
be directly affected by their operations. 
Continual development and implementation 

of rehabilitation strategies to enhance 
sustainability practices. Commitment to 
workplace health and safety through active 
safety programs and the vision of zero harm 
to all employees, contractors and visitors 

THE CHALLENGE
Prior to the introduction of INX, Newmarket 
Gold was using various systems to manage 
their environmental monitoring, obligations, 
stakeholders and safety information. 
Environmental monitoring information from 
laboratories was sent in email format with 
the results being collated into a Microsoft 
Access database and Microsoft Excel 
Spreadsheet. Information on obligations 
was stored in one large Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheet along with a number of 
other documents and lists. Stakeholder 
information collected from meetings, emails, 
social media, phone calls, community events 
and internal engagement, was contained 
within a Microsoft Access database. Safety, 
health and risk information, and statistics 
were previously being managed in a 
Microsoft Access database. 
• The heavy reliance on spreadsheets, 

forms, and manual processes resulted 
in a multitude of issues including: 

• Double handling of information to 
produce graphs and tabled data. 

• Manual uploading and entry of 
laboratory data into the database. 

• Difficulty in accessing and entering data 
for new staff as they were unfamiliar 
with the set up and unintuitive process 

• Inability to track due dates and license 
requirements. 
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INX Software is a globally trusted leader of fully-integrated environment, health and safety solutions driving the creation of 
safer, smarter and sustainable workplaces. Our cloud-based software and mobile-capable solutions are standard across high-
risk and complex operations including mining, utilities, oil & gas and government sectors, with over 200 enterprise clients 
and 700,000 users to date. With a global team of industry experts, we enable health, safety and environmental professionals 
to manage risk, achieve compliance and enhance operational efficiencies across workforce mobilisation and travel logistics, 
workplace health and safety, environmental and statutory compliance, training and competency management. © 2020

environmental data, monitoring programs, 
environmental incidents, and lab integration. 
The system provides an up-to-date 
environmental and obligations/stakeholder 
database solution that allows direct upload 
of information and reporting capabilities and 
the system is user friendly for any personnel 
with some computing abilities. INX InForm 
allows for the management of stakeholders, 

community engagement, obligations, and 
issues from the one database. Newmarket 
Gold are also leveraging the INX InControl 
solution for the capturing, reporting and 
management of OHSE incidents, audits, 
events and risks and implementation 
of controls and corrective actions. INX 
InTuition helps with the management and 
identification of gaps in staff competencies, 

compliances and procedures and resulting 
training. Since implementing these solutions, 
Newmarket Gold have significantly improved 
their efficiencies through automation, 
centralisation of data management and ease 
of use for all employees.
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INX Software Customer Story:  
Regis Resources

SNAPSHOT
• Industry: Metals and Mining

• Employees and Contractors: 600

• Location: Australia

• Customer Since: 2016

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
• INX InControl

• INX InTuition

• INX InFlight

the growing and ever-changing nature of 
the organisation and the wider resources 
industry.  

THE OUTCOME
After using the product for a short while, 
Regis Resources discovered that the INX 
InFlight solution was a major step-up 
from their old systems. InFlight enabled 
the creation and assigning of rosters, 
management of accommodation and 
scheduled cleaning, setting travel routes 
and booking of commercial and charter 
flights and hotels within one system. 
InFlight gave the system administrators a 
lot more flexibility with their tracking and 
reporting of roster bookings as all relevant 
details pertaining to an individual’s roster 
could be added directly to their profile. If 
there were any changes to a flight or room 
bookings, the employee can be instantly 
notified. Implementing InFlight led to less 
missed flights as the likelihood of missed 
information was reduced significantly.  

“We knew about INX Software’s solid reputation in the industry, and we had a number of employees who had previously used INX’s 
InFlight solution. We have found it to be an intuitive and straight forward solution that requires minimal training and ensures greater 
staff adoption from the simple and effective way we can now manage our people. We have immediately found it far easier to 
maintain the integrity of our data and manage the travel, accommodation and rosters for our workforce.”

—HR Administrator

THE CHALLENGE
Regis Resources was relying solely on the 
use of Microsoft Excel spreadsheets to 
manage their flight bookings, rostering and 
accommodation requirements. After years 
of using this approach, they discovered 
their system had a lot of flaws that affected 
their efficiency and productivity in bookings. 
Challenges further arose from the fact 
that the excel spreadsheets were not user 
friendly, a lot of inaccurate information was 
entered which made reporting difficult, 
and it resulted in a spike in the number of 
bookings missed or double bookings made 
as there was no company-wide visibility from 
the spreadsheets.  

THE SOLUTION
A new solution was sought which could 
overcome these issues and ensure greater 
efficiencies, time and cost savings. The 
solution would lead to an increase in 
operational awareness for improved 
decision-making and reporting. INX 
Software was selected by Regis Resources 
for its extensive range of workforce and 
business functionality, integrated, mature 
and flexibility in user configuration to meet 

ABOUT
Regis Resources is a publicly listed gold 
production and exploration company 
with operations across Australia. As an 
organisation with close to 600 employees 
and contractors, the ability to find ways 
to improve efficiencies and reduce costs 
is always desirable. It was found that the 
ability to manage and maintain the travel, 
accommodation and roster requirements for 
their workforce has become too complex 
and an alternative solution was required.  

INX Software is a globally trusted leader of fully-integrated environment, health and safety solutions driving the creation of safer, 
smarter and sustainable workplaces. Our cloud-based software and mobile-capable solutions are standard across high-risk and 
complex operations including mining, utilities, oil & gas and government sectors, with over 200 enterprise clients and 700,000 
users to date. With a global team of industry experts, we enable health, safety and environmental professionals to manage risk, 
achieve compliance and enhance operational efficiencies across workforce mobilisation and travel logistics, workplace health 
and safety, environmental and statutory compliance, training and competency management. © 2020
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INX Software Customer Story:  
Oz Minerals

SNAPSHOT
• Industry: Metals and Mining

• Employees and Contractors: 1,600

• Location: South Australia

• Customer Since: 2008

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
• INX InControl

• INX InControl Mobile

• INX InTuition

• INX +LMS

• INX InFlight

• INX InFlight Mobile

• INX InViron

• INX InForm

• INX InHealth

• INX +Analytics (INX +BI)

• INX eLearning

• Customer Reports

business was tedious, challenging and data 
was often lost.  

THE SOLUTION
Having identified their need for company-
wide consolidation of all their workforce 
management systems, OZ Minerals began 
to look for an integrated and centralised 
solution to replace their disparate tools and 
documents as well as a solution to provide: 

• Site-wide control and management 

• Flexibility and configuration to adapt 
to ongoing legislative and business 
changes 

• Simplification of work procedures and 
processes 

• Accessibility to real-time data  

• Enterprise level reporting  

• Multi-language support 

• Seamless integration with their existing 
systems such as Microsoft Office, 
Intranet and ERP 

• Improved business efficiency 

Through a formal tender process, the 
Prominent Hill operation went to market 
to identify the best solution that met 
their requirements. INX  was determined 
as the front runner with their extensive 
product range that met a lot of OZ Mineral’s 
business needs around training, roster 
and flight scheduling, safety and incident 

“We have noticed an improvement in the quality of event information being reported and the speed in which people are closing out 
events and actions. The benefits quickly became obvious for implementing a system that linked our competencies and compliances 
as a site requirement prior to any flights being booked. All solutions integrate into a single database source so all information and 
data is automatically updated across all solutions where relevant”

—System Administrator, Oz Minerals

transitioning from an open pit mine to an 
underground operation and has a mine life 
to 2028. OZ Minerals is also developing one 
of Australia’s largest copper-gold resources 
at Carrapateena in South Australia and 
has a pipeline of local and international 
exploration projects. 

THE CHALLENGE
With over 1,600 employees onsite, OZ 
Minerals was looking for a solution that 
could easily manage all their business 
requirements, ranging from workforce 
logistics and safety to environmental and 
obligations management. At the time, OZ 
Minerals were using a series of individual 
software and spreadsheets to handle a lot 
of their admin tasks but found the work to 
be too time consuming and inefficient. They 
had programs in place to manage: 

• Flight and Accommodation 
Requirements 

• Risk Management 

• Incident Reporting 

• Environmental Obligations 

• Online Training Requirements 

• Stakeholder Communications 

Each of their systems were running 
independently to each other and required a 
different system administrator to run each 
of the systems. Keeping track of records 
and data across multiple systems within the 

ABOUT
OZ Minerals operates the Prominent Hill 
copper-gold-silver mine located in the 
central north of South Australia, 130kms 
south-east of Coober Pedy. Prominent Hill, 
which has been operating since 2009, is
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management, and environmental, health and 
obligations monitoring. Having compared 
INX to a few other companies, INX was 
selected for its proven track-record and 
operations on a global scale, which sees 
over 700,000 users being managed by one 
or more of its products.  

THE OUTCOME
After more than 10 years of using the INX 
product suite, OZ Minerals’ operations are 
running more efficiently than before,  with 
significantly less administrative effort. Each 
of the products implemented were chosen 
to meet the company’s goals and the ability 
to leverage the solutions to reduce the 
company’s overall costs.  

From a training perspective, INX InTuition 
streamlined and automated online 
training, simplifying the process for 
system administrators to determine 
whether someone is compliant or not. The 
processing required by administrators has 
reduced considerably as INX +LMS can 
upload compliances and competencies 
directly into InTuition without any manual 
intervention. From there, employees and 
supervisors are instantly notified once 
a compliance has expired so it can be 
re-completed. This was important to OZ 
Minerals as it meant they were never at risk 
of having employees in roles they are not 
qualified  for.  

INX InFlight was implemented to replace 
the various spreadsheets that were used 

to manage travel and accommodation 
bookings for fly-in-fly-out workers. Using 
spreadsheets already habours many intrinsic 
data risks including missing data. After 
InFlight was introduced into OZ Mineral’s 
operations, system administrators were able 
to easily enter all the required travel and 
flight bookings directly into an employee’s 
roster that was then shared with them 
through the mobile app. This is a fully 
integrated system that enabled company-
wide visibility across all rosters and travel 
for the workplace. Critical and private data 
are secured within the system and can be 
easily shared across the board as required. 
This was a big shift for a company that relied 
solely on spreadsheets in the past.  The 
burden on system administrators were heavy 
as it was their main responsibility to ensure 
all employees are informed of their flights 
and any changes that may be made. 

In terms of safety, INX InControl was the 
obvious choice as it enabled the company to 
actively track and report on all incidents or 
near-misses that occurred in the workplace. 
By constantly tracking these incidents, their 
operational performance started to improve 
as employees were becoming aware of all 
the risks that could occur and how to avoid 
those risks by referencing historical data. As 
performance improved, workplace injuries 
started to decline for the company. There 
were less cases of leave due to injuries and 
less costs overall.  

INX InViron was implemented to track 
and report on environmental obligations. 

Working closely with the environment is a 
part of the culture at OZ Minerals so having 
a solution to monitor and track air, water, 
soil, climate, waste, emissions, and flora and 
fauna is important.  

In tandem, INX InForm has been utilised 
at OZ Minerals to manage regulatory 
obligations whilst the INX InHealth has 
expanded their knowledge about each 
employee’s health and wellbeing. 

Prominent Hill is using a range of INX 
Solutions to manage its diverse workforce 
and environmental needs, and it is important 
to note that the benefits achieved from 
each product are further amplified with a 
single database; information and data are 
automatically updated across all solutions 
where relevant. This means no more double 
data entry, reduced human error, greater 
organisational visibility, improved reporting 
and overall compliance. 

INX Software has helped transform the work 
culture of OZ Minerals into one that is safer, 
smarter and more efficient. With the help of 
INX’s EHS product suite, less time and effort 
are being spent on simple administrative 
tasks and their overall business operations 
and procedures have improved.  
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INX Software Customer Story:  
Oceana Gold

SNAPSHOT
• Industry: Metals and Mining

• Employees and Contractors: 1,000

• Location: Australia

• Operations: 3 Countries

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
• INX InControl

• INX +Analytics (INX +BI)

• INX InViron

• INX InHealth

• INX InForm

• Third Party Integration

• Email Listener Integration

the needs of a safety and risk management 
focused company, became a priority.  

INX’s safety solution, InControl, was selected 
as the safety management solution of 
choice as it addresses all the problems that 
OceanaGold was facing. InControl was a 
solution that provided the ability to create 
reports and key fields to ensure essential 
data can be captured and maintained.  

THE OUTCOME
Since the implementation of INX’s InControl 
solution, OceanaGold have found significant 
improvements in their ability to retrieve 
important data with ease. In turn, their 
reporting and tracking has become a 
lot more consistent and detailed. With 
enhanced visibility through improved 
reporting, OceanaGold can follow up on 
corrective actions to ensure tasks are closed 
out and completed on time. Over time, their 
risk and incident management has improved 
significantly as they are able to capture all 
the essential details of a hazard or near-
miss, minimising the likelihood of them 
happening again in the future.

“I have used a range of other safety solutions at previous companies but have found INX to be the most intuitive, 
easy to use, easy to learn and effective. We look forward to continuing our relationship with INX Software and further 
developing our processes for a more compliant and safer workplace.”

—Group Health and Safety Advisor

ABOUT
OceanaGold is a global gold mining 
company with a strong presence in the 
Philippines, New Zealand and the United 
States. The company’s assets encompass 
its flagship operation, the Didipio Gold-
Copper Mine found on the island of Luzon in 
the Philippines. On the north island of New 
Zealand, the company operates the high-

grade Waihi Gold Mine.  
On the South Island of New Zealand, 
OceanaGold operates the largest gold mine 
in the country at the Macraes Goldfield, 
which is made up of a series of open pit 
mines and the Frasers underground mine. In 
the United States, OceanaGold is currently 
constructing the Haile Gold Mine, a top-tier 
asset located in South Carolina along the 
Caroline Slate Belt. OceanGold also has 
significant pipeline of organic growth and 
exploration opportunities in the Australasia 
and Americas regions.  

THE CHALLENGE
OceanaGold was relying on a manual 
safety management system which 
included Microsoft Excel spreadsheets, 
Word documents, paper-based forms, 
and emails. They realised that using this 
system resulted in a lot of corrupted or lost 
data and information. This had a negative 
impact on their reporting as incidents were 
often overlooked due to the difficulty in 
analysing the data that was collected, and 
the inconsistency in which incidents were 
captured.  

THE SOLUTION
As a fast-paced and rapidly growing 
company, the need for an automated, easy-
to-use, web-based solution that could satisfy 

INX Software is a globally trusted leader of fully-integrated environment, health and safety solutions driving the creation of safer, 
smarter and sustainable workplaces. Our cloud-based software and mobile-capable solutions are standard across high-risk and 
complex operations including mining, utilities, oil & gas and government sectors, with over 200 enterprise clients and 700,000 
users to date. With a global team of industry experts, we enable health, safety and environmental professionals to manage risk, 
achieve compliance and enhance operational efficiencies across workforce mobilisation and travel logistics, workplace health and 
safety, environmental and statutory compliance, training and competency management. © 2020
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INX Software Customer Story:  
MMG Kinsevere

SNAPSHOT
• Industry: Metals and Mining
• Employees and Contractors: 2,000
• Location: DRC, Central Africa
• Customer Since: 2010

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
• INX InTuition
• INX InFlight
• Data Migration
• Training

matrices for gap analysis purposes, visibility 
and notifications for supervisors for active 
and expired competencies of their team 
members and the ability to generate custom 
training reports. 

A SOLUTION FOUND
Since implementing INX InTuition and INX 
InFlight, MMG Kinsevere have noticed a 

ABOUT

MMG Kinsevere is a world-class copper 
mine located in the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC). Kinsevere was acquired 
by MMG in 2012 and is an important part of 
the company’s portfolio of high-quality base 
metal assets.

Through a focus on operational excellence, 
Kinsevere continues to deliver above 
nameplate capacity of 60,000 tonnes of 
copper cathode per annum.

In 2016, Kinsevere produced 80,650 
tonnes of copper cathode, above the prior 
corresponding period, as the operation 
continues to drive efficiencies and produce 
well above plant nameplate. MMG expects 
that Kinsevere will produce 75,000-80,000 
tonnes of copper cathode in 2017.

BACKGROUND

Previously, MMG Kinsevere was using 
just basic Excel spreadsheets, which has 
serious limitations. Access to the Excel file 
was restricted to one person at a time for 
editing. People from other departments 
didn’t have access to this file so the 
supervisors lacked the visibility required 
when planning training for their team 
members. They were on the hunt for a new 
system that offered the ability to create 
and maintain employee roles, training 

”I would recommend INX to others who are interested in finding a solution that really makes a difference. As a Training 
Superintendent, I want all training records for people attending different trainings to be captured and updated in an 
easy and straightforward way; and INX delivered just that.”

— Jean Bilali, Training and Development Superintendent
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INX Software Customer Story:  
New Gold

SNAPSHOT
• Industry: Metals and Mining

• Employees and Contractors: 3,000

• Location: Canada

• Customer Since: 2012

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
• INX InControl

• INX InControl Mobile

• INX InTuition

• INX InHealth

• INX InViron

• INX Analytics (+BI)

• Email Listener

• Email Scheduler

and reporting, provide global notifications 
and and improve visibility and accessibility 
company wide. INX Software was selected 
by New Gold for its extensive range of 
workforce and business functionality, 
integrated nature and flexibility in user 
configuration to meet the growing and ever-
changing nature of the organisation and 
industry. 

THE OUTCOME
Having seen successful results in Australia, 
New Gold decided to expand the solution 
to cover their international operations 
in Canada and the United States. Since 
then, they have significantly improved 
their communications, awareness through 
automation and general knowledge in 
working towards a zero-harm culture. INX 
InControl has helped with the reporting and 
management of safety within the company. 
Since implementing InControl, their time 
savings have improved, and number 
of incidents occurred have decreased 
significantly. The diversity of the INX 
products has assisted in New Gold’s ability 
to manage a variety of people-related tasks, 
which whittles them down to one solution 
for everything. 

“I would definitely recommend INX Software as a workforce management solution. Their diverse offering has not only assisted our 
ability to manage a variety of people related tasks across health, safety, training and medical requirements but also environmental 
tasks meaning we now have one reliable solution for everything. Their global presence and globally supported solution allowed us to 
successfully manage these tasks from Canada and the United States to Australia and we look forward to continuing our long-term 
partnership with INX.”

—Director of Occupational Health and Safety

THE CHALLENGE
New Gold were managing all their health, 
safety, compliance and training reporting 
through a variety of spreadsheets, 
documents and disparate systems. When 
using these processes to complete 
administrative tasks, New Gold determined 
that there were a lot of gaps in their 
reporting and a lot of information were 
inaccurate or missing. With a growing 
workforce, they were having difficulty 
keeping track of the compliances of each 
individual employee and were discovering 
that incidents were not being reported.  

THE SOLUTION
With such a large, workforce working across 
multiple sites with differing languages, 
the ability to provide a globalised system 
to support a streamlined approach to 
management and reporting was of vital 
importance to New Gold. A workforce 
solution across these areas of the business 
was sought which would meet their 
requirements, including the ability to 
configure the system depending on the 
country of operation, to capture a range 
of EHS data, simplify all forms of tracking 

INX Software is a globally trusted leader of fully-integrated environment, health and safety solutions driving the creation of safer, 
smarter and sustainable workplaces. Our cloud-based software and mobile-capable solutions are standard across high-risk and 
complex operations including mining, utilities, oil & gas and government sectors, with over 200 enterprise clients and 700,000 
users to date. With a global team of industry experts, we enable health, safety and environmental professionals to manage risk, 
achieve compliance and enhance operational efficiencies across workforce mobilisation and travel logistics, workplace health 
and safety, environmental and statutory compliance, training and competency management. © 2020

ABOUT
New Gold is an intermediate gold mining 
company. The company has a portfolio of 
four producing assets and three significant 
development projects in Canada, the US and 
Australia. New Gold’s objective is to be the 
leading intermediate gold producer, focused 
on the environment and social responsibility. 



Our Product Suite
Creating safer, smarter, and more sustainable workplaces with an integrated workplace 
health, safety, environment and quality management solutions suite.  


